


Crescent Bay spans about 900 feet in alongshore dimension and is defined by tworocky headlands on the east and west sides. The headland length from the back beach
line to the location at which the headlands enter the offshore seabed is about 800 feet,
therefore the small cove can be considered to be a three-sided box, with the side dimensions
being 800 to 900 feet. No significant fluvial sources of sediment enter the bay.
The study of Crescent Bay was begun in early June 1994, The project goals were to
determine:

The sediment dynamics within the bay;The nature of the onshore-offshore-alongshore sand tnmsport, both within tlie cove
and along the adjacent coast;The importance of the bluff contribution to the sediment budget;
Seasonal changes in the beach and nearshore conditions;
The extent of long-term beach stability.

The components of the Crescent Bay study included the following:

Fluorescent Sand Tracer Study
Stake Field Study
Comparative Beach and Bathymetric Profiling
Sub Bottom Profiling of the Nearshore Zone
Water Jet Probing to Determine Sediment Veneer Thickness
Historical Aerial Photo Analysis

The period of field study spanned June 1994 to May 1995, with field trips performed in
June, July, and October 1994, and May 1995.

SAND TRACER STUDYTo provide a better understanding of the sediment dynamics within Crescent Bay a tracerstudy einploying sand coated with red fluorescent dye was performed. While seasonal
sand level fluctuations along thc pocket beaches of this area are noted, the extent to
which sand moves along the coast from cove to cove  or to/from the offshore! is unknown.From a long-term planning perspective, bluff erosion control structures have been
considered for use at Crescent Bay, By stopping bluff erosion through the constructionof seawalls and other coastal protective works, the natural sand source for these confinedbeaches would be eliminated. Should offshore losses of beach sand occur and the naturalsand source from the uplands be halted, future beach stability would rely on natural sandreplenishment from the offshore, from the adjacent beachs around the headlands, or
from human-derived beach nourishment operations.'On 24 June 1994, a total of 625 pounds of dyed tracer sand was placed on the beachat Crescent Bay. The sand was native beach material that was coflected at the site ofrelease and dyed at an offsite location. The non-toxic red epoxy dye used to color thetracer sand was readily identifiable in a sand sample when viewed in the dark with theaid of a black light. The time of tracer sand release coincided with a tidal elevation of-L5 feet  MLLW!. The sand was distributed in a shore-perpendicular stripe having alength of S7 feet, that spanned the +1.5 ll and +8.7 0  MLLW! elevations. The sand wasplaced at the center of Crescent Bay. Release of the tracer sand in this fashion allowed
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FIEL9 TRlP 81
The first field trip to search for the dyed sand was performed on 1"-l9 >uly 1994 � 24
days following the initial tracer injection, A map of the sediment collection sites is
presented in Figure 2. Each sand sample was collected by inserting a 2-inch tliaineter,e-
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distribulion by waves and currents to occur within a brief titanic fra»e The material was
completely dispersed within six hours of release.



inch long plastic tube into the beach or seabed. Each sample was extruded from the
collection tube and placed into a plastic bag, marked, and sealed. The location of each
sample was precisely surveyed using an electronic distance measurement device.

Prior to sand analysis, the samples were thoroughly dried. Each sample was then
spread onto a flat plate. In a dark analysis area, illuminated only by a fluorescence-
sensing "black" light, each sample was examined to determine the presence of the dyed
sand tracer. The results of this effort are displayed in Figure 2. Small open circles are
sites of sediment sampling where no dyed sand was detected. Filled circles indicate sites
where dyed sand was found, with increasing circle size representing greater dyed sand
concentration.

The results obtained during the field trip of 18-19 July 1994 indicate the dispersion
of sand throughout the upper beach at Crescent Bay. Dyed sand was found along the
entire beach area defined within the west and east headlands. Small quantities of dyed
sand were detected in several surfzoiie samples, however, no dyed sediment was found
at any offshore sampling sites. During the tracer deployment period, comparative
bathymetric results indicated a movement of sand from the east to the west within the
bay, as noted by the counter-clockwise rotation of the position of the Mean Sea Level
 IV1SL! shore! ines between June and July shown in Figure 2. The beach sand elevation at
the west end of the beach increased about 2-3 feet during the period since tracer release,
Concurrently, sand loss was noted both visually and through survey results fram the east
side of Crescent Bay. Offshore sand movement appeared ta be slight, based on minor
changes in bathymetry at the deeper  -25' MLLW or greater! stake field locations.
Therefore, we believe that the majority of the dyed sand was moved onshore by the
summer surf and swell conditions. Offshore distribution of beach sand apparently had
yet to occur, based on both the tracer sand experiment and the bathymetric survey/stake
field observations.
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FIKLD TRIP P2
The second sediment tracer collection field trip was conducted on 18-19 October 19'
ln addition, sand samples were collected at sandy beaches located both east and west
from Crescent Bay. ln contrast to the findings of the first tracer recovery field trip of
July, the October effort clearly indicated that sand had inoved froin the beach to the
offshore zone, 'Re results of this field investigation are shown in Figure 3 The sand
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tracer fmdings, along with the results of the survey operations, clearly indicate 'that
significant sand movement had occurred during the July-October time period, The MSL
shoreline experienced a significant clockwise movement during this period, The west
side of the bay experienced erosion, while accretion of the beach was noted on the east
side ol the bay, No dyed sand was found in the sediinent collected at the pocket beacheslocated iinmcdia e1y east and west of Crescent Bay.
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FIELD TRIP ¹3

The third sand tracer collection field trip was performed on 7-8 May 1995, following a
stormy winter season during which large volumes of sand were removed from the beach
at Crescent Bay. Based on visual observations in January 1995, it was clear that large
volumes of sand were lost from the beach during the severe winter storm period. Much
sand was stripped from the beach thereby exposing resistant bedrock and cobbles. By
the time of the May 1995 field trip, sand had returned to the beach. However, recovery
of the beach was not complete at the time of the May 1995 field trip. At all locations
within the bay, the MSL shoreline retreated relative to the October 1994 position. During
the May field trip, a wide-ranging sand sample collection effort was undertaken to
determine the presence of dyed sand within Crescent Bay, and within the adjacent coves
to the east  Shaw's Cove! and to the west  Emerald Bay!. Figure 4 is presented to show

FIGURE 4
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the locations of the sampled sand and the concentrations of thc dyed sand within the
samples, Dyed sand was not foundin the samples collected at Shaw,'s Cove  Iocatecl tn
the cast of Crescent Bay!. One sample was found to contain dyed sand at Ernera,ld Bay
 krcatcd to the west of Crescent Bay!. It is apparent that the sand that returned to the
beach following storm erosion in January was composed of sand that had previously
been located in Crescent Bay, based on the wide spread presence of the tracer sand

STAKE FIELD SURVEY
A stake field was implanted in the offshore waters of  .rescent Bay in Jurie l994. to
determine thc extent of sand level fluctuations within the Bay. The stakes were eight-
foot long galvanized steel pipe   I -inch outside diameter! that were jetted into the substrate
to about six feet of their length. A total of eight steel stakes were implanted, four each
along both thc cast and west sides of the bay, The water depths at which the stakes were
placed werc selected based on the intended need to determine sediment moverrteat in
and arotmd thc north and south headlands of Crescent Bay, During each of the data
co'llcction field trips, measurement of the height from the top of each stake to the sand
surface was made, Generally, the sand level fluctuations were modest, within the 0 tci 0-2
0 range, In shallow waters �5-20 A water depths!, several of the stakes were dislodged
and found lying Ilat on the seafloor, The cause of this movement is believed to be s
combination of wave-induced scour and oscillatory wave forces acting on the pipe.

In scvcral cases, while none of the offshore stakes indicated significant seabed
elevation changes, the exposed surface of each stake was covered with soft algae which
served as an indicator of sand motion past the stake. At one stake located in a water
depth of about 30 feet, thc lower 0.4 feet of the stake was bare, while the upper portion
of thc stake was covered in algae. Despite the fact that the seabed elevation was I owered
by 0,2 feet relative to the previous survey, the pattern of algae growth indicated more
significant seabed elevation changes  and sediment transport! at this location,

The ~t changes in the height of the seabed below the fixed stakes occurred
betwccn the October 1994 and May 1995 surveys. Seabed elevation changes noted during
this period ranged from 0.2 to 0.8 feet. Seabed accretion was noted within the central
portion of Crescent Bay, in water depths within the -19 to -35 foot  MLLW! range.
Seabed etesion occurred at sites located off the west and east headlands, respectively, in
water deplhs of about -35 feet  MLLW!, The 0.8 ft seabed elevation change occurred at
a water depth of -35 A  MLLW!, suggesting active sediment transport at that depth.



SHORELINE AND BEACH VOLUME ANALYSIS
Review of the comparative Mean Sea Level  MSL! positions noted seasonal rotation of
the shoreline in response to incoming wave energy. The center of the beach acts as a
nodal point, where small changes in the MSL shoreline are noted relative to the more
dramatic Auctuations that occur at the east and west sides of the cove. Consideration of
all the survey data spanning the 1992- l 995 period illustrates this fact in Figure 5.
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At each of the three survey profiles within Crescent Bay <OC-36, OC-37, and OC-
38!, the distance from the fixed survey Inonurnents to the Mean Sea Level position was
determined. As iS evident, SignifiCant f!uetLIations exist in the MSL position on the weSt
and east sides of Crescent Bay  at Transects OC-36 and OC-38, respectively!. This
information indicates an opposing shift in shoreline position v ithin Crescent Bay in that
shore!ine recession on one side of the bay is typically associated with s.horeline advance
on the opposite side. During these shifts in shore!ine position on either side of Crescent
Bay, the centra! portion of the beach experienced no significant change, This seasonal
shore!ine migration has been previously noted in historical aerial photos of Crescent
Bay and other pocket beaches within Laguna Beach  U.S. Anny Corps of Engineers,
Los Angel es District, l 995!. During energetic winter periods noted irt 1992-93 and 1994-
95, a!t Ithree profiles within Crescent Bay experienced shoreline recession,

The beach fluctuations at Crescent Bay are also indicated by beach volume
comparisons. Figure 6 presents the volume of beach material per tinea! foot of beach



width contained in the three CCSTWS beach profiles  OC-36, OC-37 and OC-38! for
the four surveys conducted in June, July, and October 1994, and May 1995, The volumes
have been determined for two elevations categories: a! the entire profile lying above -40
feet  MLLW!, and b! the volume in the beach and nearshore zone lying above -10 feet
 MLLW!. As indicated, the nearshore volumes above the -10 foot isobath experience
greater change, with total volume fluctuations of 20 to 50'/0 at the east and west profiles.
Again, the east and west sides of the cove experience opposite movement trends  a volume
increase in the west profile is associated with a volume loss at the east profile, and vice
versa! except for during the winter period when volume loss is noted at all three profiles.
Conversely, the total volume contained in the profile above the -40 foot isobath was
relatively constant during the 12 month survey period. This indicates that the cove volume
to this depth remains fixed, and perhaps cannot be overfilled given critical balances
between beach slope, grain size, and wave energy. Particularly if one focuses on the first
and last data points for each profile  representing the June 1994 and May 1995 data! the
volume within each profile to the � 40 foot water depth is essentially constant.

CONCLUSIONS
Based on the information gained from the Crescent Bay field study spanning June 1994
-May 1995, the following general conclusions can be presented:

~ The dyed tracer sand that was placed on the beach on 24 June 1994 was widely
dispersed throughout the beach and nearshore zone of Crescent Bay to water depths of-
35 to -40 ft  MLLW!. Following beach sand loss caused by major storms of January
1995, the beach sand that returned to the beach by May 1995 contained tracer sand. In
May, tracer sand was noted in one sand sainple collected at Emerald Bay  the adjacent
cove to the west!. No tracer sand was found at Shaw's Cove  the adjacent cove to the
east!. These findings lead to the conclusion that the sand within Crescent Bay remained
in the bay with only slight exchange with offshore and/or alongcoast locations.

~ During fairweather periods, the offshore stake field noted relatively small changes
in the documented seabed elevations � on the order of 0.1 to 0.2 feet. During winter
storm periods spanning October 1994 and May 1995, seabed changes of as much as 0.8
feet were noted in water depths of as much as � 35 feet,

~ Comparison of the survey data indicated an alternating eastward and westward
movement of beach sand within Crescent Bay. This seasonal shift in sand is evident at
other pocket beaches of Laguna Beach, based on air photo data and observation by long-
tirne beach residents.

Comparison of aerial photos dating back to 1938 indicated sesasonal beach shoreline
changes, however, there is no evidence of long-term beach erosion or accretion within
Crescent Bay. This is the case at a number of other pocket beaches in Laguna as well.
Based on the combined findings of this study, the Crescent Bay beach volume appears to
be stable in the long term, despite significant seasonal fluctuation.
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